**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**AIR COMPRESSORS**

- 165 max psi
- Stainless steel valves
- No mag starter required
- Splash lubricated
- 5 Horsepower
- 220 Volt 1 phase power
- 15.3 CFM @ 100 psi
- 2 Year warranty

_Belaire Compressors Two Stage Electric Air Compressor, 60 Gallon_  BAC 216V

- This Powermate 60 Gallon air compressor provides excellent power and run times to air tools thanks to a large tank delivering 11.5 CFM at 90 psi.
- The compressor features a 3.7 HP motor that operates on 230 volts and a cast-iron, twin cylinder pump which is oil lubricated for a long performance life.
- 155 PSI max pressure for optimum tool performance

_Powermate 60 Gallon Stationary Electric Air Compressor_ COM PLA3706056

- Heavy duty induction motor for maximum performance and efficiency
- 155 PSI max pressure for optimum tool performance
- Features a cast iron, V-Twin cylinder, oil lubricated pump
- Dual voltage motor is wired for standard 120-Volt outlet, and may also be converted for 240-Volt application
- Fully assembled and equipped with quick-set regulator, tank and tool pressure gauges, quick connect air outlet and on/off switch for ease of use

_Powermate 30 Gallon Portable Electric Air Compressor_ COM PLA1683066

- Heavy duty induction motor for maximum performance and efficiency
- Dual voltage motor is wired for standard 120 volt outlet and may also be converted for 240 volt application
- CFM at 40 psi is 6.2 and CFM at 90 psi is 5.3
- Equipped with quick-set tank and tool pressure gauges, quick connect air outlet and on/off switch

_Powermate 20 Gallon Portable Electric Air Compressor_ COM PP1682066.MN

- 1/3 HP DC Motor
- 3 Gallon pancake tank
- 100 max psi working pressure
- Flip-up handle for easy carrying

_Briggs & Stratton 3 Gallon Oil Free Portable Air Compressor_ AHT 110341

**AIR COMPRESSORS OIL**

- Maintains viscosity in the temperature range of 20°F to 440°F
- International Standards Organization velocity grade of 68
- High oxidation resistance

_Milton Industries ISO 68 Air Compressor Oil, 32 oz. MIL 1002-32_

_Milton Industries ISO 68 Air Compressor Oil, 1 Gallon MIL 1002_

**AIR COMPRESSORS PARTS**

_Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT ASME Safety Valve - 125 PSI Pop off Pressure MIL 1095-125_

- Bubble tight to 10% of set pop off pressure
- 1/4” Male national pipe thread
- 125 pounds per square inch pop off pressure
- 1 5/8” total length

_Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT Non Coded Safety Relief Valve MIL 1095-125_

- 1/4” male national pipe thread
- Pop off pressure 70 pounds per square inch
- Air flow of 70 standard cubic feet per minute

_Milton Industries 1/4" MNPT ASME Safety Valve - 70 PSI Pop off Pressure MIL 1090-70_

- 1/4” male national pipe thread
- 125 pounds per square inch pop off pressure
- 1 5/8” total length

_Milton Industries 1/4" MNPT Non Coded Safety Relief Valve MIL 1095-125_

- 1/4” male national pipe thread
- Pop off pressure 70 pounds per square inch
- Air flow of 70 standard cubic feet per minute

**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**AIR COMPRESSORS**

**AIR COMPRESSORS OIL**

**AIR COMPRESSORS PARTS**

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
### Air/Power Tools & Accessories

#### Tank Drain Cock
- Milton Industries 1/4" Compressor
- Replacement part for compressor tanks
- Brass body, steel handle

#### Milton Industries 1/4" MNPT ASME Safety Valve - 150 PSI Pop off Pressure
- MIL S1090-150
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Air flow of 5 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 140 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Milton Industries 1/4" MNPT Non Coded Safety Relief Valve
- MIL 1095-150
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- 95 to 125 pounds per square inch
- Four 1/4" female national thread pipe port manifold
- UL Listed, CSA certified

#### Pressure Gauge
- Milton Industries 1/8" NPT Mini Pressure Gauge
- MIL S638
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Pressure Switch
- Milton Industries Compressor Pressure Switch
- MIL S1060
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Milton Industries Compressor Pressure Switch
- MIL S1062
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Flow Control Valve with Dial Gauge
- MIL S638-1
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Pressure Gauges
- MIL S638-7 dial gauge
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Flow Control Valve with Dial Gauge
- MIL S638-1
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

#### Milton Industries 1/4" Compressor Tank Drain Cock
- MIL S614-4
- Suitable replacement for 2 HP at 120V 1 phase, 3 HP at 240V 1 phase or 5 HP at 240V 3 phase
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 250 degrees Fahrenheit

### Disclaimer
*Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

FILTERS / REGULATORS

- Has an operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 degrees Fahrenheit
- 1/4" national pipe thread
- Maximum of 20 standard cubic feet per minute
Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Deluxe FRL Trio MIL S1140

- 1/4" national pipe thread
- Maximum of 150 pounds per square inch
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 150 degrees Fahrenheit
- Filter has overnight drain
- 40 Micron bronze sintered filter
Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Deluxe Polycarbonate FR Duo MIL 1106

- 1/2" national pipe thread
- Maximum of 250 pounds per square inch
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 150 degrees Fahrenheit
- Filter has overnight drain
- 40 Micron bronze sintered filter
Milton Industries 1/2" NPT Deluxe Polycarbonate FR Duo MIL 1108

- 1/4" national pipe thread
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 100 standard cubic feet per minute
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 125 degrees Fahrenheit
- Not for use with synthetic lubricants
Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Polycarbonate Precision Lubricator MIL 1028

- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 16 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Install upstream from regulators
- Can be set up as a modular unit as well
- 20 Micron Filter
Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Polycarbonate Precision Lubricator MIL 1029

Milton Industries 1/2" NPT Polycarbonate Precision Lubricator MIL 1030

- 1/2" national pipe thread
- Maximum pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 115 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Install upstream from regulators
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 160 degrees Fahrenheit
- 40 Micron Filter
Milton Industries 3/8" NPT Metal FRL Filter Bowl MIL 1019-8

- 1/2" national pipe thread
- Maximum pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 115 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Install upstream from regulators
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 160 degrees Fahrenheit
- 40 Micron Filter
Milton Industries 1/2" NPT Heavy Duty Metal Filter MIL 1020-8

DISCLAIMER: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
- Maximum pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 230 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Install upstream from regulators
- Temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 160 degrees Fahrenheit
- 40 Micron bronze sintered filter

Milton Industries 3/4" NPT FRL Micro Filter MIL 1022-8

- Maximum pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 120 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Install upstream from regulators
- Gauge not included
- Gauge port 1/4"

Milton Industries 1" NPT Metal FRL Filter Bowl MIL 1122-8

- 1/2" national pipe thread
- Maximum pressure of 200 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 142 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 degrees Fahrenheit
- 40 Micron bronze sintered filter

Milton Industries 1/2" NPT Metal FRL Micro Filter MIL 1020-6

- 3/8" national pipe thread
- Manual overnight drain
- Includes a 40 micron bronze sintered filter
- 6 ounce bowl capacity
- Site glass to monitor water level

Milton Industries 3/8" NPT Metal Micro Filter MIL 1019-6

- 1/4" national pipe thread
- Auto overnight drain
- Includes sight glass to monitor water levels
- 40 micron bronze sintered filter

Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Metal FRL Micro Filter MIL 1018-6

- 1/4" national pipe thread
- 1/8" national pipe thread gauge ports
- Maximum inlet pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 25 cubic feet per minute
- Buna-N seal
- Gauge not included

Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Mini Low Pressure Regulator MIL S1146

- Maximum of 80 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 degrees Fahrenheit
- Gauge not included
- Gauge port 1/4"

Milton Industries 3/8" NPT Regulator MIL 1114

- Maximum pressure of 50 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 degrees Fahrenheit
- Gauge not included
- Gauge port 1/4"

Milton Industries 1/2" NPT High Pressure FRL Regulator MIL 1113-8

- Maximum pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 220 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 120 degrees Fahrenheit
- Metal Bowl

Milton Industries 1/2" NPT Metal Piggyback Filter Regulator MIL 1111

- Maximum of 150 pounds per square inch
- Maximum of 50 standard cubic feet per minute
- Operating temperature range of 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 160 degrees Fahrenheit
- Maximum pressure of 250 pounds per square inch
- Install upstream from regulators
- Gauge not included
- Gauge port 1/8"

Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Mini Heavy Duty Regulator MIL S1145

- Maximum pressure of 125 PSI
- Maximum flow capacity of 15 standard cubic feet per minute
- Working temperature of 32° F to 130° F
- 1/4" Male and female national pipe threads

Milton Industries Mini Disposable Air Line Desiccant Filter MIL S1173

- Screws on any 1/4" NPT air system
- Extends the life of your tools by removing dirt, dust, water, and oil from air lines
- Uses non-toxic moisture-absorbing silica gel to filter contaminants - safe for the environment and your tools

Tru-Flate® Dessicant Dryer CPM 41-103

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

TANK CONVERSION KIT

- Converts R-12 Freon tanks to portable air tanks
- Includes filler valve, gauge, 4" air hose assembly, manifold and air chuck
- Not for propane tank conversion

Milton Industries Tank Conversion Kit with 4' Hose Assembly MIL S682

AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

AIR HOSE REELS

- Vertical or Horizontal mount
- Bend restrictors help keep hose from kinking
- Guided automatic hose rewind system
- 50' Hose Length
- 1/4" MNPT fitting size

Tru-Flate® 50' x 3/8" Hose Reel
CPM 588HR-TF

- Auto Retract/Latch Hose Mechanism - Simplifies every job by keeping excess hose out of the work space
- Positive Latching Mechanism - Locks hose automatically in 18° intervals
- Durable Construction - Made from durable UV stabilized polypropylene
- Adjustable Hose Stopper - increase or decrease the length of the hose that remains when hose is fully retracted
- Lead-in Hose Included 3' x 1/4" MNPT
- Flexzilla hose features extreme all-weather flexibility (-40 to 140°F), won't kink under pressure, and anodized aircraft aluminum fittings

Legacy® Flexzilla® Enclosed Plastic Retractable Air Hose Reel, 3/8" x 50'
LEG L8250FZ

- Featuring Levelwind™ Technology - Legacy's unique winding system that automatically layers hose back and forth across the reel ensuring that the hose is coiled smoothly, easily...every time
- Latching Mode Switch choose from latching hose every 3' for extended use or switch to free run for immediate automatic rewinding
- Seven Position Locking Bracket - These reels can swivel freely on a mounting bracket up to 135° or can be locked into place using the locking brace. Up to seven different locking angles can be utilized.
- Adjustable Hose Stopper - increase or decrease the length of the hose that remains when hose is fully retracted
- Extra Large Swivel - A 3/4" swivel reduces flow restrictions and allows for maximum flow
- Free Standing Base - Portable! Use freestanding or mounted on wall or ceiling. Flat base allows reel to rest on ground
- Flexzilla hose features extreme all-weather flexibility (-40 to 140°F), won't kink under pressure, and anodized aircraft aluminum fittings

Legacy® Flexzilla® Retractable Air Hose Reel, 3/8" x 50'
LEG L8305FZ

- Dual Arm Steel - "Industrial Grade" Reel
- Samson hose reels are available in high, medium and low pressure applications. Different hose capacities for maximum flexibility in selecting a hose reel assembly to match specific need. Samson hose reels are designed with non-restrictive fluid passages and the right hose diameter for each application to provide the quickest material delivery.
- 3000 PSI Rating
- Includes Inlet Connection Hose
- Application: Air, Water, Antifreeze, Windshield Wash

Samson Heavy Duty Double Pedestal Arm Hose Reel - 50' x 3/8" - 300 PSI Rating 3/8" NPT Outlet Thread SAM 504151

Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

AIR HOSES

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Constructed of Lightweight, Tough Polyurethane
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- Strain Relief Fittings are Completely Field Repairable
- Made in USA

CARQUEST Flexcoil, 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Strain Relief Fittings, Blue CPE 31550

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 12', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31560

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31561

- 1/4" x 50', 1/4" NPT Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 50', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31562

- 3/8" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31565

- 3/8" x 50', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 50', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31566

- 3/8" x 25', 3/8" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 25', 3/8" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31570

- 3/8" x 50', 3/8" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 50', 3/8" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31571

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Constructed of Lightweight, Tough Polyurethane
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- Strain Relief Fittings are Completely Field Repairable
- Made in USA

CARQUEST Flexcoil, 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Strain Relief Fittings, Blue CPE 31550

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 12', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31560

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31561

- 1/4" x 50', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 50', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31562

- 3/8" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31565

- 3/8" x 50', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 50', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31566

- 3/8" x 25', 3/8" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 25', 3/8" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31570

- 3/8" x 50', 3/8" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31571

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Flexcoil, 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Strain Relief Fittings, Blue CPE 31550

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 12', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31560

- 1/4" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31561

- 1/4" x 50', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 1/4" x 50', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31562

- 3/8" x 25', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 25', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31565

- 3/8" x 50', 1/4" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs

CARQUEST Nylon Coil, 3/8" x 50', 1/4" NPT Swivel Fittings, Yellow CPE 31566

- 3/8" x 25', 3/8" Male Swivel Strain Relief Fittings
- Temperature Range: -60°F to +200°F
- High Quality Brass Fittings Provide Strong & Durable Connection
- All Coils are Equipped with Spring Strain Reliefs
Features:
- Extreme all-weather flexibility, even in subzero temperatures (-40°F to 140°F)
- Won't kink under pressure
- Lightweight and easy to handle
- Lays flat - no memory
- Durable and abrasion-resistant outer cover
- Anodized aircraft aluminum ends
- Max. working pressure at 70°F: 300 psi
- Includes bend restrictors to reduce wear and tear, prolonging the life of the hose

Flexzilla® Pro Field Repairable Air Hose features extreme all-weather flexibility, rugged durability and won't kink under pressure. Its unique Flexible Hybrid Polymer material redefines flexibility. With reusable anodized aircraft aluminum fittings, the Flexzilla Pro Air Hose can be repaired on the job site in a few simple steps.

Features:
- Field Repairable - Reusable anodized aircraft aluminum fittings
- Extreme all-weather flexibility, even in subzero temperatures (-40°F to 140°F)
- Won't kink under pressure
- Lightweight and easy to handle
- Lays flat - no memory
- Durable and abrasion-resistant outer cover
- Max. working pressure at 70°F: 300 psi
- Flexzilla Pro Reusable Fittings include bend reinforcement to reduce wear and tear, prolonging the life of the hose

Why use a Whip Hose?
- Increased longevity of the main hose
- Reduces user fatigue by eliminating weight of coupler/plug
- Ball swivel increases mobility in tight spaces
- Improves air tool ergonomics

Features:
- Extreme all-weather flexibility, even in subzero temperatures (-40°F to 140°F)
- Won't kink under pressure
- Lightweight and easy to handle
- Lays flat - no memory
- Durable and abrasion-resistant outer cover
- Anodized aircraft aluminum ends
- Max. working pressure at 70°F: 300 psi
- Includes bend restrictor to reduce wear and tear, prolonging the life of the hose
- 360° ball swivel 30° tilt in any direction

Legacy® Flexzilla® Whip Hose with Ball Swivel, 3/8” x 2’ LEG HFZ3802YW2B

- Great for general purpose tasks
- 20°F to 145°F temperature range
- 300 PSI working pressure
- 50’ Length
- Bend restrictors help keep hose from kinking

Tru-Flate® 50’ x 3/8” PVC Air Hose
CPM 576-50A

- Excellent cold weather flexibility
- -40°F to 150°F temperature range
- 300 PSI working pressure
- 50’ Length
- Bend restrictors help keep hose from kinking

Tru-Flate® 50’ x 3/8” Ultra Air® Hybrid Air Hose
CPM 575-50A

- Cold weather flexibility
- -30°F to 150°F temperature range
- 300 PSI working pressure
- 25’ Length
- Bend restrictors help keep hose from kinking
- Swivel fittings help reduce hose twist

Tru-Flate® 25’ x 1/4” Poly Air Hose
CPM 12-25E

- Good durability
- -20°F to 165°F temperature range
- 300 PSI working pressure
- 50’ Length
- Bend restrictors help keep hose from kinking

Tru-Flate® 50’ x 3/8” Rubber Air Hose
CPM 552-50AE

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 25', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31660
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 50', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31661
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 25', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31662
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 50', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31663
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 25', 1/2" ID, 1/2" Male NPT CPE 31664
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 50', 1/2" ID, 1/2" Male NPT CPE 31665

HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 25', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31675
HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 50', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31676
HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 25', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31677
HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 50', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31678

AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

SNUBBER & WHIP HOSES

- Designed for tough service station and shop applications with impact air tools.
- This hose features heavy-duty, four-spiral construction with a polyester reinforcement that keeps the hose flexible in the most punishing conditions.
- The EPDM rubber construction offers superior durability to resist abrasion and weathering.
- This limited oil resistant hose is designed for a working pressure of 250 psi and is made in the USA.

HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 25', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31660
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 50', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31661
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 25', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31662
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 50', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31663
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 25', 1/2" ID, 1/2" Male NPT CPE 31664
HBD Industries Professional Rubber Air Hose, 50', 1/2" ID, 1/2" Male NPT CPE 31665

- Designed for service station and shop applications.
- It features a two-spiral construction with a polyester reinforcement that provides excellent durability and is extremely flexible.
- The limited oil resistant EPDM tube and cover offers superior resistance to abrasion and weathering.
- This hose is designed for a working pressure of 200 psi and is made in the USA.

HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 25', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31675
HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 50', 1/4" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31676
HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 25', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31677
HBD Industries Heavy-Duty Rubber Air Hose, 50', 3/8" ID, 1/4" Male NPT CPE 31678

ART/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

HOSE REPAIR

Flexzilla® Pro Reusable Fittings and Splicers allow you to quickly repair Flexzilla hose on the job site or create a custom length hose in just three easy steps.

Features:
- Reusable, anodized aircraft aluminum fitting
- Easily repair your hose in 3 easy steps:
  - Cut away damaged portion of the hose
  - Install the fitting onto the hose
  - Tighten the fitting nuts until snug
- Brass Construction
- Swivel Fittings Feature Factory Applied Thread Sealant
- Made in USA

Legacy Flexzilla® Pro Air Hose Reusable Fitting, 3/8" Barb, 1/4" MNPT LEG RP900375

- 1/4" male national pipe thread
- 3/8" hose inside diameter
- Maximum working pressure of 200 pounds per square inch

Milton Industries 5 Foot 3/8" ID Snubber Hose MIL 5680-3

- Maximum working pressure of 200 pounds per square inch
- Burst pressure of 800 pounds
- 3/8" hose inside diameter
- A must for impact tools

Milton Industries 30 Inch 3/8" ID Snubber Hose MIL 5680-2

- Replacement part
- Used to replace hose whip on Milton inflator gauge #506
- 1/8" -27 threads NPT
- 10 to 160 pounds per square inch

Milton Industries 15" Replacement Hose Whip MIL 509

- 1/4" male national pipe thread
- 3/8" hose inside diameter
- Maximum working pressure of 200 pounds per square inch

Milton Industries 5 Foot 3/8" ID Snubber Hose MIL 5680-1
Milton Industries 7/8" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 3/4" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 23/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 3/4" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 7/8" OD Brass Hose Ferrule

Milton Industries 1/2" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 19/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 9/16" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 21/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 11/16" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 23/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 3/4" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 7/8" OD Brass Hose Ferrule

Milton Industries 5/8" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 19/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 9/16" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 21/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 11/16" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 23/32" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 3/4" OD Brass Hose Ferrule
Milton Industries 7/8" OD Brass Hose Ferrule

Milton Industries 1/2" ID Hose Mender Fitting MIL 621-11
Milton Industries 1/2" ID Hose Barb Air Chuck MIL 695
Milton Industries 3/8" ID x 1/4" MNPT Hose Fitting CPM 21-123
Milton Industries 1/4" ID x 1/4" MNPT Hose Fitting CPM 21-143
Milton Industries 1/4" ID Hose Barb Air Chuck MIL 695
Milton Industries Safety Grip Clip Air Chuck MIL 598
Milton Industries 1/4" FNPT Single Head Air Chuck with Grip MIL 598
Milton Industries 1/4" FNPT Tire Machine Grip Chuck MIL 598

\* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• 1/4" female national pipe thread
• Maximum air pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
• Closed/sealing type air chuck
• These are not for use with an inflator/pressure gauge.

Milton Industries 1/4" FNPT Straight Head Air Chuck MIL 691

• 1/4" female national pipe thread
• Maximum air pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
• 1/4" hose inside diameter
• Not for use on Milton inflator gauges
• Designed and manufactured to exacting standards

Milton Industries 1/4" ID Euro Style Hose Barb Air Chuck MIL S697

• 1/8"-27 national pipe thread
• Replacement part
• Dual head air chuck

Milton Industries 1/8"-27 NPT Dual Air Chuck Head Replacement MIL 500-4

• Standard dual foot extension for valves on tractors, trucks, or buses
• Built-in shut off valve
• 1/4" Female NPT

Tru-Flate® Dual Foot Air Chuck, 6" CPM 17-383

• Comes with threaded deep well lock nut which locks on valve when tilted
• Built-in shut off valve
• 1/4" Female NPT

Tru-Flate® Locking Dual Foot Air Chuck, 6" CPM 17-395

• DESIGNED/MANUFACTURED: To exacting standards. This is a Closed/Sealing-type air chuck for use on a compressed airline.
• DUAL HEAD CHUCK: Makes tire valves more accessible with the two heads for easier access.
• INFLATE: By hooking the closed head (w/valve) directly to an airline.
• EASY ACCESS: To inner dual when valve is facing inward. Great for reaching into Dually trucks and other challenging angles.
• MAX PSI: Maximum air pressure of 150 pounds per square inch. 1/4" female national pipe thread.

Milton Industries 1/4" FNPT Dual Head Air Chuck MIL S690

• 1/4" female national pipe thread
• Designed and manufactured to exacting standards
• Maximum air pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
• 5 1/4" Extension

Milton Industries 1/4" Straight Foot Dual Head Air Chuck MIL S693

• 1/4" female national pipe threads
• Both ends lock on valve core threads
• Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
• 12' Extension

Milton Industries 1/4" FNPT Extended Reach Dual Head Air Chuck MIL S-693-12

• Durable lightweight aluminum body
• OSHA compliant safety nozzle
• Ergonomic grip provides maximum comfort and control
• 40 CFM of air flow to get projects done faster and easier

Tru-Flate® HI FLO® Safety Blowgun with Rubber Tip CPM 18-607

• Lightweight
• Ergonomic design reduces user fatigue
• Brass valving and bushing ensure long life

Tru-Flate® Pistol Grip Plastic Blowgun CPM 18-325

• 1/4" national pipe thread brass air inlet
• 16.5 standard cubic feet per minute
• Offers up to 90 pounds per square inch
• Lightweight design
• Includes the patent pending universal Kwik Change tip system

Milton Industries Safety Tip Blow Gun Kit MIL S-174KIT

• Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
• 10.0 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
• 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
• 1/8"-27 NPS nozzle thread
• Convenient hang hook

Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Pistol Grip Blow Gun MIL S160

• Compact hand-held unit can be used anywhere with compressed air.
• Streamlined comfort fit and full volume control.
• Maximum working pressure: 150 PSI. Maximum nozzle pressure: 30 PSI when dead ended.
• Zinc die cast body Safety blow gun meets OSHA requirements of special relief holes in nozzle which limits pressure to 30 PSI when dead ended (static pressure).
• For use on regulated compressed air lines maximum PSI 150. Many uses such as cleaning fuel and oil lines, or air cleaners, drying out wet ignition systems and spark plugs or blowing out dirt fillings and metal chips.

Milton Industries Safety Button Blow Gun MIL S107

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Use anywhere with compressed air.
• Full flow control.
• Extra large hang-up hook for easy storage.
• Maximum inlet pressure: 150 PSI.
• Maximum nozzle pressure: 30 PSI when dead ended SCFM 10.6 @ 100 PSI.
• 1/4" NPT air inlet, nozzle thread 1/8"-27. Zinc die-cast body, steel plated handle. OSHA compliant.

**Milton Industries OSHA Safety Lever Blow Gun with Hang Up Hook** MIL S120

• 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
• Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
• 14 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch

**Milton Industries Siphon Spray Blow Gun Kit** MIL S157

- Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
- 11.4 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch

**Milton Industries 1/4" Rubber Tipped Blow Gun** MIL S153

- Comes with a 45 degree bend
- Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- 1/4" air inlet
- Offers a tight fit
- 11.4 Standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch

**Milton Industries 1/4" Rubber Tipped Blow Gun** MIL S154

- For use with liquids
- 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
- Maximum pressure of 150 pounds per square inch

**Milton Industries 1/4" Siphon Spray Blow Gun** MIL S156

- 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
- Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- 10 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Thread nozzle measures 7/16"-27
- Zinc Alloy body

**Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Lever Style Blow Gun** MIL S150

- 1/4" female national pipe threads
- Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- 24.5 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Maximum temperature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit

**Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Lever Style Blow Gun Control Valve** MIL 151

• Oil Resistant
• Ideal for cleaning fuel lines, air passages, and carburetors
• Safety nozzle connected limiting air pressure to 30 PSI and meeting OSHA safety standards
• Convenient hang hole, comfortable lever

**Tru-Flate® Safety Blowgun with Rubber Tip CPM 18-215**

- Includes both safety nozzle and rubber nozzle
- 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
- Rubber tip has a 12.9 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Safety tip has an 11.7 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch

**Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Lever Style Blow Gun** MIL S148

- Easy grip two finger control to adjust from full volume air flow to complete shut-off.
- Knurled grip for secure handling even with oily or greasy fingers.
- Always keep one handy with included shirt pocket clip.
- Fits A-style or any 1/4" ARO 210 style coupler

**Milton Industries Pocket Blow Gun Fits Milton A or Any 1/4" Coupler** MIL S116

**Milton Industries Pocket Blow Gun Fits T Style or 1/4" Tru-Flate** MIL S117

- Fits 1/4" body couplers
- Maximum inlet pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Air flow of 15.9 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Includes a clip to easily secure blow gun to your pocket
- Lightweight design

**Milton Industries Adjustable M Style Pocket Blow Gun** MIL S115

- Great for filling radiators and other containers
- NPT: 1/4" female national pipe threads
- MAXIMUM: Operating pressure range of 30 to 35 pounds per square inch
- MATERIAL: Stainless steel springs, zinc alloy body and nitrile rubber hose
- Made in USA

**Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Rubber Filler Spout Faucet** MIL S-209

**Milton Industries 1/4" NPT Rubber Filler Faucet Spout** MIL 209

- 1/4" national pipe thread
- 4.5 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Classified by UL to OSHA standards 29CFR1910.95 and 29CFR1910.242(b)

**Milton Industries Safety Blow Gun and 15" Extension** MIL 134

- 1/4" national pipe thread air inlet
- Maximum working pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Safety nozzle offers 10.5 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch
- Rubber tip offers 11.6 standard cubic feet per minute at 100 pounds per square inch

**Milton Industries 1/4" Lever Style Blow Gun & 2' Extension** MIL 158

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Air/Power Tools & Accessories

Air Accessory KIts

- 1/4" I/M Tru-Match® Couplers and Plugs
- 23" x 1/4" Poly Recoil Hose
- 50 PSI Tire Gauge and Ball Foot Chuck
- Blowgun Kit with Multiple Nozzles
- Complete with Storage Box

Tru-Flate® 15 Piece Air Compressor Kit CPM 41-253

- 1/4" I/M Couplers and Plugs
- 1/4" Air Fittings and Thread Sealant Tape
- 50 PSI Tire Gauge and Ball Chuck
- Blowgun Kit with Multiple Nozzles
- Complete with Storage Box

Tru-Flate® 20 Piece Air Accessory Kit CPM 41-225

- Includes 1 male hose end, male hose mender, female hex coupler, male hex nipple, female air chuck, tire gauge, blow gun adapter and blow gun inflator pin
- Includes 4 female M style couplers
- Includes 3 male M style couplers
- Basic flow size of 1/4"

Milton Industries M Style Compressor Starter Kit 16 Piece MIL S220

Air/Power Tools & Accessories

COUPLERS & PLUGS

- 1/4" body size
- Interchangeable with most manufacturers
- Maximum of 40 standard cubic feet per minute
- Maximum temperature of 250 degrees Fahrenheit
- Maximum 300 pounds per square inch

Milton Industries 1/4" NPT M Style Coupler and Plug Kit - 12 Piece MIL S-210

- Increased airflow to provide maximum torque and optimal performance
- Push-To-Connect for easy connect/disconnect
- Made from Lightweight Durable T6 Aluminum
- Includes one (1) Male Coupler, two (2) Female Couplers, three (3) Female Plugs, and four (4) Male Plugs - 1/4" NPT

Tru-Flate® HI FLO® Coupler and Plug Kit, 10 Piece CPM 13-907

- HI FLO® increases airflow to ensure maximum torque and optimal performance
- Push-To-Connect for easy connect/disconnect
- Made from Lightweight Durable T6 Aluminum
- Includes one (1) Female Coupler, one (1) Female Plug, and two (2) Male Plugs - 1/4" NPT

Tru-Flate® HI FLO® Coupler/Plug Set CPM 13-903

- Increased flow to ensure maximum torque and optimal performance
- 360° swivel helps air hose from kinking
- Lightweight aluminum body helps reduce use fatigue
- 1/4" Male NPT

Tru-Flate® HI FLO® Swivel Plug CPM 12-929

- Durable and high scratch resistant Anodized Purple Aluminum
- V Style (Hi-Flo) Air coupler and plug fittings
- Steel sleeve provides superior durability, unlike traditional aluminum sleeves
- Provides tools and applications 70% more air-flow and power
- Allows matching of couplers for dedicated hose applications

Milton Industries ColorFit-Mega-Flow Coupler & Plug Kit (7 Piece), Hi-Flo V-Style 1/4" NPT Purple MIL S-307VKIT

- Durable and high scratch resistant Anodized Purple Aluminum
- V Style (Hi-Flo) Air coupler and plug fittings
- Steel sleeve provides superior durability, unlike traditional aluminum sleeves
- Provides tools and applications 70% more air-flow and power
- Allows matching of couplers for dedicated hose applications

Milton Industries ColorFit-Mega-Flow Coupler & Plug Kit (3 Piece), Hi-Flo V-Style 1/4" NPT Purple MIL S-303VKIT

Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Durable and high scratch resistant Anodized Red Aluminum
• M Style (M/Industrial) Air coupler and plug fittings
• Steel sleeve provides superior durability, unlike traditional aluminum sleeves
• Allows matching of couplers for dedicated hose applications
• Easy to push to connect Air Compressor Accessories

**Milton Industries ColorFit Coupler & Plug Kit (7 Piece), M-Style 1/4" NPT Red MIL S-307MKIT**

• Durable and high scratch resistant Anodized Red Aluminum
• M Style (M/Industrial) Air coupler and plug fittings
• Steel sleeve provides superior durability, unlike traditional aluminum sleeves
• Allows matching of couplers for dedicated hose applications
• Easy to push to connect Air Compressor Accessories

**Milton Industries ColorFit Coupler & Plug Kit (7 Piece), M-Style 1/4" NPT Red MIL S-307MKIT**

• Durable and high scratch resistant Anodized Red Aluminum
• A Style (ARO) Air coupler and plug fittings
• Steel sleeve provides superior durability, unlike traditional aluminum sleeves
• Allows matching of couplers for dedicated hose applications
• Easy to push to connect Air Compressor Accessories

**Milton Industries ColorFit Coupler & Plug Kit (7 Piece), A-Style 1/4" NPT Red MIL S-303MKIT**

• Durable and high scratch resistant Anodized Blue Aluminum
• T Style Air coupler and plug fittings
• Steel sleeve provides superior durability, unlike traditional aluminum sleeves
• Allows matching of couplers for dedicated hose applications
• Easy to push to connect Air Compressor Accessories

**Milton Industries ColorFit Coupler & Plug Kit (7 Piece), T-Style 1/4" NPT Blue MIL S-307NT**

• Color-Coded (Black/Red) Durable Aluminum
• Contains one (1) Male Coupler, one (1) Female Coupler, two (2) Female Plugs and three (3) Male Plugs
• 1/4" I/M Industrial x 1/4" NPT

**Tru-Flate® 7 Piece I/M Tru-Match Set CPM 13-207R**

• Color-Coded (Green/Blue) Durable Aluminum
• Contains one (1) Male Coupler, one (1) Female Coupler, two (2) Female Plugs and three (3) Male Plugs
• 1/4" T Automotive x 1/4" NPT

**Tru-Flate® 7 Piece T Tru-Match Kit CPM 13-109B**

• Color-Coded (Green/Yellow) Durable Aluminum
• Contains one (1) Female Coupler, one (1) Female Plug and one (1) Male Plug
• 1/4" A Arx x 1/4" NPT

**Tru-Flate® 7 Piece A Tru-Match Kit CPM 13-309G**

• Color-Coded (Green/Yellow) Durable Aluminum
• Contains one (1) Male Coupler, one (1) Female Coupler, two (2) Female Plugs and three (3) Male Plugs
• 1/4" A Arx x 1/4" NPT

**Tru-Flate® 3 Piece A Tru-Match Set CPM 13-307G**

• Color-Coded (Orange/Blue) Durable Aluminum
• Contains one (1) Male Coupler, one (1) Female Coupler, two (2) Female Plugs and three (3) Male Plugs
• 1/4" I/M Industrial x 1/4" NPT

**Tru-Flate® 3 Piece I/M Tru-Match Set CPM 13-209R**

• M-style coupler bodies are brass with brass sleeves.
• M-style plugs are case hardened steel, plated to resist rust.
• Maximum inlet pressure: 300 PSI.
• Maximum temperature: 250 Degrees F.
• Air flow: 40 SCFM
• Kit includes: (1) MIL715 1/4" NPT female coupler, (3) MIL727 1/4" NPT male plug and (1) MIL728 1/4" NPT female plug. Will interchange with all manufacturers who comply with the dimensional requirements of military specification MIL-C-4109.

**Milton Industries 5 Piece 1/4" NPT M-Style Coupler and Plug Kit MIL S211**

• A-style couplers are push type.
• A-style coupler bodies are steel, plated to resist rust.
• A-style plugs are case hardened steel, plated to resist rust.
• Maximum inlet pressure: 300 PSI.
• Maximum temperature: 250 degrees F.
• Air flow: 40 SCFM
• Kit includes: (1) #775 1/4" NPT male plug and (1) #778 1/4" NPT female plug. Will interchange with all manufacturers who comply with the dimensional requirements of military specification MIL-C-4109.

**Milton Industries 5 Piece A-Style 1/4" Coupler and Plug Kit MIL S213**

• M-style coupler bodies are brass with brass sleeves.
• M-style plugs are case hardened steel, plated to resist rust.
• Maximum inlet pressure: 300 PSI.
• Maximum temperature: 250 degrees F.
• Air flow: 40 SCFM
• Kit includes: (1) #715 1/4" NPT female M-style coupler and (1) #727 1/4" NPT male M-style plug. Milton M-style “Kwik-change” couplers and plugs will interchange with all manufacturers who comply with the dimension requirements of military specification MIL-C-4109.

**Milton Industries M-Style 1/4" Combination Coupler/Plug Kit MIL S711**

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIL 715</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S75](Image S75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 716</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT M Style Coupler Drag Guard</td>
<td>![Image S76](Image S76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 719</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT Male M-Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S790](Image S790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 790</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female L Style Coupler 1 Pack</td>
<td>![Image S790](Image S790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 794</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT L Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S794](Image S794)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 775</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female A Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S775](Image S775)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 776</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Male A-Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S776](Image S776)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 777</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Male Plug A Style</td>
<td>![Image S777](Image S777)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 778</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Female A-Style Coupler - 2 Pack</td>
<td>![Image S778](Image S778)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 779</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female National Pipe Thread Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S779](Image S779)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 781</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Male National Pipe Thread Plug</td>
<td>![Image S781](Image S781)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 783</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S783](Image S783)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 785</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT T Style Coupler 1 Pack</td>
<td>![Image S785](Image S785)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 786</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Male Tru-Flate/Parker T Style Coupler 1 Pack</td>
<td>![Image S786](Image S786)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 788</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” FNPT T Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S788](Image S788)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 789</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” FNPT T Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S789](Image S789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 790</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female Tru-Flate/Parker T Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S790](Image S790)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 791</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Male Tru-Flate/Parker T Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S791](Image S791)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 792</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT A Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S792](Image S792)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 793</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT A Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S793](Image S793)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 794</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT Combo Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S794](Image S794)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 795</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S795](Image S795)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 796</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S796](Image S796)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 797</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style Push Type Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S797](Image S797)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 798</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style T Style Coupler 1 Pack</td>
<td>![Image S798](Image S798)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 799</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT M Style T Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S799](Image S799)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 800</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT P Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S800](Image S800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 801</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT P Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S801](Image S801)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 802</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT P Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S802](Image S802)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 803</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” FNPT P Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S803](Image S803)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 804</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT P Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S804](Image S804)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 805</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” NPT Female P-Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S805](Image S805)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 806</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” Male P-Style 1/4” NPT Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S806](Image S806)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 807</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” P-Style 1/4” NPT Female Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S807](Image S807)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 808</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” Female P-Style Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S808](Image S808)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 809</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” Male P-Style 1/4” NPT Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S809](Image S809)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 810</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female Plug</td>
<td>![Image S810](Image S810)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 811</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female Plug</td>
<td>![Image S811](Image S811)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 812</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/4” Female Plug</td>
<td>![Image S812](Image S812)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 813</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” NPT Male P-Style Plug</td>
<td>![Image S813](Image S813)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 814</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” Male P-Style 1/4” NPT Coupler</td>
<td>![Image S814](Image S814)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 815</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” Male P-Style Plug</td>
<td>![Image S815](Image S815)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 816</td>
<td>Milton Industries 3/8” Male P-Style Plug</td>
<td>![Image S816](Image S816)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 817</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/2” NPT Male G-Style Plug</td>
<td>![Image S817](Image S817)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 818</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/2” NPT Male G-Style Plug</td>
<td>![Image S818](Image S818)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL 819</td>
<td>Milton Industries 1/2” NPT Female G-Style Plug</td>
<td>![Image S819](Image S819)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Maximum inlet pressure of 300 pounds per square inch
• Air flow of 99 standard cubic feet per minute
• Maximum temperature of 250°F
• G-Style coupler 1/2 bodies are heavy duty steel.

Milton Industries 3/8” MNPT M Style Plug MIL 1813
Milton Industries 3/8” MNPT G Style Coupler MIL 1814
Milton Industries 1/2” NPT Female G-Style Coupler MIL S1815
Milton Industries 1/2” Male G-Style 1/2” NPT Coupler MIL S1816
Milton Industries 3/8” MNPT G Style Plug MIL 1819
Milton Industries 1/4” MNPT G Style Plug MIL 1855

- 3/8” female national pipe thread
- Maximum working pressure of 2,700 pounds per square inch
- Not to be used on hydraulic applications

Milton Industries 3/8” FNPT High Pressure Straight Through Coupler MIL 1765

- Maximum inlet pressure of 300 pounds per square inch
- Air flow of 40 standard cubic feet per minute
- Maximum recommended temperature of 250 degrees Fahrenheit

Milton Industries 3/8” Hose Barb M Style Coupler MIL 717-6

- M-style plugs are case hardened steel, plated to resist rust.
- Maximum inlet pressure: 300 PSI.
- Maximum temperature: 250 degrees F
- Milton M-style “Kwik-change” plugs will interchange with all manufacturers who comply with the dimensional requirements of military specification MIL-C-4109.

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Female M Style Plug MIL S728

- Longer life
- Better sealing
- Rust/Corrosion resistant

Tru-Flate® 1/4” M x 1/4” FNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-135-2
Tru-Flate® 1/4” M x 1/4” FNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-235-2
Tru-Flate® 1/4” A x 1/4” FNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-335-2

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Female Plug T Style MIL S784

Milton Industries 1/4” Male Tru-Flate/ Parker T Style Plug - 2 Pack MIL S783

- Longer life
- Better sealing
- Rust/Corrosion resistant

Tru-Flate® 1/4” T x 1/4” MNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-125-2
Tru-Flate® 1/4” T x 1/4” MNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-225-2
Tru-Flate® 1/4” A x 1/4” MNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-325-2
Tru-Flate® 3/8” T x 1/4” MNPT Plug, 2 Pack CPM 12-603-2

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Male M Style Plug, 2 Pack MIL S727
Milton Industries 3/8” MNPT M Style Plug MIL S733

- L-Style couplers are push type.
- L-style couplers are steel, plated to resist rust.
- Maximum inlet pressure: 300 PSI.
- Maximum temperature: 250 degrees F
- Air flow: 32 SCFM L-style Lincoln Interchange Series basic size.

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Male L Style Coupler MIL S791
Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Female L Style Coupler MIL S792

- Maximum inlet pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Air flow of 40 standard cubic feet per minute

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Swivel Hose Fitting Connector with Flow Control MIL S-657-2

- 1/4” female national pipe thread
- Controlled air flow up to 40 standard cubic feet per minute
- Built in gauge
- 1/4” Female national pipe thread

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Swivel Hose Fitting Connector MIL S-657-1

- 1/4” male and female national pipe thread
- L shaped swivel adapter
- Can be used at the end of an air hose to prevent kinking during use

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT L Swivel Adapter MIL 660

- 1/4” Female national pipe thread
- Maximum inlet pressure of 150 pounds per square inch
- Air flow 40 standard cubic feet per minute

Milton Industries 1/4” NPT Swivel Hose Fitting Connector MIL S-657

---

**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**AIR IMPACT WRENCHES**

- 925 ft. lbs. of breakaway torque
- Maximum Torque 650 ft-lbs. helps to break free fasteners that are stubborn or stuck
- 7500 RPM (Free Speed @ 90 PSI) helps provide high power fastening
- One Hand Operation-Forward/Reverse Switch for quick and easy switching
- Shock Resistant Housing Bumpers helps protect housing and prevent scuffing

Dewalt Tools 1/2” Drive Impact Wrench Heavy Duty SBD DWMT70773L

- 850 ft. lbs. of breakaway torque
- 600 ft-lbs. of torque
- Heavy duty twin hammer mechanism
- Composite body design with shock resistant housing bumpers and ergonomic handle
- Adjustable power regulator

Dewalt Tools 1/2” Drive Impact Wrench Medium Duty SBD DWMT70774

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Air/Power Tools & Accessories

Chicago Pneumatic 3/8" Stubby Impact Wrench
CTO CP7731

• Powerful at 305 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
• Lightweight at only 2.9 pounds
• Steel front cover and aluminum body
• One hand operation forward/reverse by either left or right-handed users
• Three power setting positions

Chicago Pneumatic 1/2" Stubby Impact Wrench
with 2" Anvil
CTO CP7731

• Powerful at 450 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
• Lightweight at only 2.9 pounds
• Steel front cover and aluminum body
• One hand operation forward/reverse by either left or right-handed users
• Three power setting positions

Chicago Pneumatic 1/2" Impact Wrench
CTO CP749

• Powerful at 610 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
• Built with Chicago Pneumatic’s patented Spring Hammer Double dog-oil bath clutch
• One-handed reverse button with 4-power settings
• Compact design with comfortable contoured handle
• This tool is part of the Chicago Pneumatic Classic Line

CARQUEST 1/2" Super Duty Composite Impact Wrench, Pin Clutch
EQP 2374PV

• Ideal for overall automotive service, body shop, farm, and general automotive use.
• Durable swinging weight clutch mechanism.

CARQUEST 1/2" Super-Duty Composite Impact Wrench
EQP 2374PV

• This super-duty model is an advanced composite constructed impact wrench.
• Its weight to power ratio is unequalled in the world today.
• It is not only light-weight, evenly balanced, compact, ergonomically designed for unequalled comfort and strength; but also is the most powerful 1/2" impact wrench offered in the market.
• The advanced motor design, combined with the fast acting pin clutch, yields an output of 1,000 ft-lbs. in reverse.
• It features a three (3) way adjustable power selector, which provides the operator his desired working torque. Recommended for all applications, except tire assembly and shock absorber installation.

CARQUEST 1/2" Super Heavy-Duty Composite Impact Wrench
with 2" Anvil
EQP 7440

• "The Tire Tool!" Has all the features of the 7439 Twin Hammer Double Blow impact wrench including the advanced composite construction.
• However, this tool offers a 2" extended anvil for use with flip sockets.
• It is designed for the tire shops for assembly and disassembly of automobile tires.
• Its unmatched weight to power ratio for a twin hammer tool, gives the operator a light-weight tool with unequalled power to handle the toughest lugs.

CARQUEST 1/2" Super Heavy-Duty Composite Impact Wrench
with 2" Anvil
EQP 7440

• Powerful at 450 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
• Lightweight at only 2.9 pounds
• Steel front cover and aluminum body
• One hand operation forward/reverse by either left or right-handed users
• Three power setting positions

CARQUEST 1/2" Stubby Impact Wrench
EQP 7438

• Powerful at 425 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
• DYNA-PACT (Pin clutch) with oil bath
• Compact and ergonomic with rubber grip
• Through handle air exhaust
• This tool is part of the Chicago Pneumatic Classic Line

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Ultra-Compact Impactool
IR 35MAX

• Power: Punish the toughest bolts with 780 ft-lbs of max reverse torque and 1,100 ft-lbs of nut-busting torque powered by Ingersoll Rand’s finely tuned motor and twin-hammer mechanism
• Weight: Only 4 lbs. so your hand tires less, letting you get more work done
• Sound Reduction: Ingersoll Rand’s Quiet Technology reduces the sound of the tool sparing your ears without sacrificing power
• Reliability: Rigorously tested, every component, mechanism and function of the 2135QXA has been pushed to the limits to ensure it always performs in the face of the toughest jobs

ProValue 1/2" Impact Wrench
EQP 2374PV

• Ideal for overall automotive service, body shop, farm, and general automotive use.
• Durable swinging weight clutch mechanism.

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Ultra-Compact Impactool
IR 35MAX

• High power with 955 ft-lbs. of maximum real torque in reverse
• Weight of the tool is 3.95 pounds
• This tool is 6.7 inches in length
• Aluminum alloy front housing
• Composite housing

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Ultra-Compact Impactool
IR 35MAX

• Access: There is no place for work to hide; as this compact design gives the user the admittance and power they need, even if the task is up, under, over, or around any awaiting obstruction
• Reliability: Built on the IR Impactool legacy, this tool is testing at 2x the life of competitive products available today. This tool will be the most reliable for an extensive period of time, no matter the application.
• Power-To-Weight: At 2.4 pounds, this tool is the lightest on the market, and it still manages to produce a torque output that can compete with the best, making it a power-to-weight leader in its class.
• Control: With the forward/reverse buttons located on the back of the tool, one-handed governance has never been this convenient. It features 3 different regulation settings (in forward) on its easy to operate power regulator dial.

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Ultra-Compact Impactool
IR 35MAX

• Power: Punish the toughest bolts with 780 ft-lbs of max reverse torque and 1,100 ft-lbs of nut-busting torque powered by Ingersoll Rand’s finely tuned motor and twin-hammer mechanism
• Weight: Only 4 lbs. so your hand tires less, letting you get more work done
• Sound Reduction: Ingersoll Rand’s Quiet Technology reduces the sound of the tool sparing your ears without sacrificing power
• Reliability: Rigorously tested, every component, mechanism and function of the 2135QXA has been pushed to the limits to ensure it always performs in the face of the toughest jobs

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Impactool
IR 2135QXA

• Powerful at 610 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
• Built with Chicago Pneumatic’s patented Spring Hammer Double dog-oil bath clutch
• One-handed reverse button with 4-power settings
• Compact design with comfortable contoured handle
• This tool is part of the Chicago Pneumatic Classic Line

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Impactool
IR 2135QXA

• Model Number: CP7748
• Powerful - producing 960 ft. lbs. of max torque in reverse
• New - One-handed forward & reverse system (Ring system)
• Durable - Hard anodized end plates / Hard chromium aluminum cylinder / Twin hammer mechanism
• Lightweight - 4.4 lbs. thanks to its composite motor housing
• Compact – at only 6.89” in length
• Comfortable - Curved handle with rubber material resistant to most chemicals used in workshops
• Great control – full teasing trigger

Ingersoll Rand 1/2" Impactool
IR 2135QXA

• This tool is part of the Chicago Pneumatic Classic Line

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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- **Power:** Punish the toughest bolts with 1,350 ft-lbs of nut busting torque powered by Ingersoll Rand’s finely tuned twin-hammer impact mechanism.
- **Comfort:** At only 4.6 pounds, the 2235 Series Titanium Impact Wrench can not be matched for power and weight in the market. With less weighing you down, you can work harder and faster for longer stretches of time.
- **Reliability:** Every component, every mechanism and every function of the 2235 Series has been put through the most rigorous testing to ensure it always performs in the face of the toughest applications. The 2235 Series is a finely tuned workhorse.
- **Durability:** Born from the legendary durability of the Ingersoll Rand 2135 Series, the 2235 pushes toughness to the next level. It’s built with a titanium hammercase, steel-wareplate and strong composite housing that protects the tool from the harshest environments.

**Ingersoll Rand 1/2” Impactool IR 2235TMAX**

- Adjustable power regulator
- Pressure-fed lubrication
- Easy-to-service 2-piece construction

**Ingersoll Rand 1/2” Air Impactool IR 231C**

- Pressure-fed lubrication system
- Handle exhaust directs air away from user
- Adjustable power regulator

**Ingersoll Rand 1/2” Air Impactool IR 231HA**

- High power with 1,200 ft-lbs. of maximum real torque in reverse
- Twin hammer high performance clutch
- Combined power regulator with forward/reverse
- Ergonomic handle exhaust keeps air away from the operator

**Chicago Pneumatic 3/4” Impact Wrench CTO CP7763**

- Model Number: CP7769
- Powerful - producing 1,440 ft. lbs. of max torque in reverse
- Lightweight - 6.9 lbs. thanks to its composite motor housing
- Compact - at only 7.9” in length
- High Durability - Twin hammer mechanism
- Ergonomic - All controls within reach, variable speed trigger, one-handed power & forward/reverse adjustment system
- More Secured - Socket retainer ring combined with hole retainer

**Chicago Pneumatic 3/4” Impact Wrench CTO 8941077691**

- Powerful at 1,000 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
- D-Handle Impact Wrench with dual retainer
- Pinless closed reinforced rocking dog impact mechanism
- Ergonomic side handle
- Integrated protective cover on the clutch housing

**Chicago Pneumatic 1” Impact Wrench CTO CP7782**

- High power with 1,920 ft-lbs. of maximum real torque in reverse
- Fast-torque delivers 1,000 ft-lbs. in 2 seconds
- Improved feather touch trigger

**Ingersoll Rand 3/4” Air Impactool IR 259**

- Smaller and up to 2 lbs. lighter than other 3/4 inch impacts in its class
- Rocking dog impact mechanism works well on a wide range of air pressures
- Silenced exhaust reduces tool noise while in use

**Ingersoll Rand 3/4” Air Impactool IR 261**

- Jumbo hammer mechanism
- Up to 1,100 ft-lbs. of torque
- Pressure-fed lube system for trouble-free performance and longer life

**Ingersoll Rand 3/4” Quiet Impact Wrench IR 2145QIMAX**

- MAX Power: 1350 ft-lbs maximum reverse torque from a tool that weighs just 7.4 lbs and is compact enough to access tight spaces
- MAX Durability: Built to last and designed to withstand tough use in rugged environments
- MAX Productivity: An air motor that’s 16% more efficient than its predecessor and an easy-to-clean inlet screen means less downtime, better performance, and less money spent on compressed air

**Chicago Pneumatic 1” Impact Wrench CTO CP7776**

- Powerful at 1,770 ft-lbs. of maximum torque in reverse
- Pinless closed reinforced rocking dog clutch mechanism
- Thermo Plastic Rubber handle and side handle that is able to rotate in 4 positions
- Regulator integrated in forward/reverse knob with 3 power setting positions in both directions
- Tool includes a rubber bumper that protects both the application and the tool

**Chicago Pneumatic 3/4” Extended Anvil Air Impactool IR 28586**

- Delivers 1,777 ft-lbs. maximum torque
- Fast-torque delivers 1,000 ft-lbs. in 2 seconds
- Improved feather touch trigger

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
AIR/POWER TOOLS
& ACCESSORIES

AIR RATCHETS

- Ergonomic Handle with rubber cushion grip for comfort
- Maximum Torque 65 ft-lbs. helps free stubborn bolts
- Touch Control Trigger allows user to apply needed amount of power

Dewalt Tools 3/8" Drive Air Ratchet SBD DWMT70776L

- 25 ft-lbs. max torque
- Low profile forward/reverse control
- Head construction offers increased durability
- Ergonomic design

Ingersoll Rand 1/4" Air Ratchet Wrench IR 105-02

- Ergonomic square handle design for positive comfort grip.
- Teasing throttle for precise speed control.
- Efficient 1/2 HP motor is ideal for exhaust systems, small engines, water pumps, fuel pumps, radiators, etc.

ProValue 3/8" Air Ratchet Wrench EQP 2328PV

- Compact head design for easy access to tight work spaces
- Hardened gears

Chicago Pneumatic 3/8" Ratchet Wrench CTO CP886

- 54 ft-lbs. maximum torque
- 360 degree adjustable exhaust directs air away from the operator and the work
- Variable speed lever-style throttle

Ingersoll Rand 3/8" Air Ratchet Wrench IR 107XPA

AIR/POWER TOOLS
& ACCESSORIES

AIR DRILLS

- Powerful 0.5 HP (375 W) energy efficient motor resists stalls
- Triple idler planetary gearing for smooth operation and extended tool life
- Handle exhaust reduces noise and directs air away from work area
- This tool is part of the Chicago Pneumatic Classic Line

Chicago Pneumatic 3/8" Drill CTO CP785

- Reversible motor with convenient control
- High quality Jacobs chuck
- Rear exhaust
- Grease point on angle head for easy maintenance

Ingersoll Rand 3/8" Chuck Right Angle Drill IR 7807R

AIR/POWER TOOLS
& ACCESSORIES

CHUCK KEY

- Has 4 sizes.
- Strong neodymium magnets for attachment close to the worksite or toolbox.
- Cast alloy steel for strength.

Lisle Small Master Chuck Key LST 12050

AIR/POWER TOOLS
& ACCESSORIES

AIR GRINDERS

- 25000 RPMs for fast material removal
- Cushion grip body provides maximum comfort
- Self-locking touch control trigger prevents accidental start ups when not in use

Dewalt Tools Straight Die Grinder SBD DWMT70783

- The 22,000 rpm motor provides a high material removal rate
- Powerful 0.6 HP (470 W) motor
- General maintenance applications
- Productivity and control
- Ideal for moldings and general high-speed polishing and grinding
- Robust aluminum alloy body
- CP streamline safety lever
- Built-in air regulator
- Includes 1/4" and 6 mm collets

ProValue 1/4" Rear Exhaust Die Grinder EQP 2320PV

Chicago Pneumatic 1/4" Die Grinder CTO CP872
• Powerful 0.32 HP (240 W) motor
• Low noise level at only 81 dB(A)
• 28,000 rpm free speed
• Rear exhaust
• Rubber overmould grip

Chicago Pneumatic 1/4" Mini 90° Angle Die Grinder  CTO CP9106Q-B

• Powerful 0.32 HP (240 W) motor
• Low noise level at only 81 dB(A)
• 23,000 rpm free speed
• Rear exhaust
• Rubber overmould grip

Chicago Pneumatic 1/4" 90° Angle Die Grinder  CTO CP9106Q-B

• Powerful 0.32 HP (240 W) motor
• Low noise level at only 81 dB(A)
• 23,000 rpm free speed
• Rear exhaust
• Rubber overmould grip

Chicago Pneumatic 1/4" 120° Angle Die Grinder  CTO CP9108Q-B

• Powerful motor delivers 0.25 HP (0.19 kW) and 21,000 rpm free speed
• Durable ball-bearing construction improves balance, reduces vibration, and ensures a longer life
• Strong aluminum housing withstands tough operating conditions
• Small and lightweight design provides easy operation and greater access to tight spots

Ingersoll Rand Angle Air Die Grinder  IR 301B

• Rugged, energy efficient 0.5 HP (370 W) motor
• Heavy-duty high speed cutter
• Lightweight tool at 1.63 pounds
• Square handle design for positive grip
• Lock-off lever to prevent accidental start-up

Chicago Pneumatic Cut-off Tool  CTO CP861

• Large hooked locking throttle lever provides user comfort and safety
• Steel shield deflects debris away from operator
• Front exhaust

Ingersoll Rand EDGE Series Air Cut-Off Tool  IR 326

• Includes five (5) 3" x 1/16" thick disks with arbor hole
• Rated to 25,000 RPM
• Can be used for cutting through metal, fiberglass, plastic, and steel piping.

Tru-Flate® Air Tool Cut-Off Discs, 5 Pack  CPM 25-311
AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

AIR SAWS

- Great power and speed of 10,000 strokes per minute
- 3/8" stroke length
- Very low vibration
- 360 degree swivel air inlet

Chicago Pneumatic Air Saw CTO CP7901

AIR HAMMER

- Powerful at 7.2 joule
- Heavy duty pistol grip hammer
- Standard .401 round shank
- The internal muffler minimizes exhaust sound
- Unique vibration damping

Chicago Pneumatic Air Hammer Kit CTO CP7110K

- Most powerful hammer in its class at 9.5 joule
- Standard .401 round shank
- Longer piston stroke for more power
- Kit includes: flat chisel, tapered punch, spot weld splitter, single blade panel cutter, edging chisel, quick change retainer and oiler

Chicago Pneumatic Air Hammer Kit CTO CP7150K

- Up to 3,000 blows per minute
- Alloyed steel barrel and heat-treated piston for longer life
- Built-in power regulator and trigger control
- Kit includes: 6 Chisels (3/4" flat blade, punch, claw ripper-edging tool, single blade cutter, kwik cutter, and a vee chisel-spot welder breaker), and carrying case

Ingersoll Rand Super Duty Air Hammer Kit IR 121-K6

- The most commonly used 7" chisels all in one set.
- Fits all air hammers with .401" shank

ProValue Heat Treated Chisel Set EQP 2550PV
ProValue Chisel, Panel Cutter EQP 2555PV
ProValue Chisel, Flat 3/4" Blade EQP 2556PV
ProValue Chisel, Tapered Punch EQP 2557PV
ProValue Chisel, Straight Punch EQP 2558PV
ProValue Chisel, Claw Ripper EQP 2559PV

- Can be used for ripping sheet metal, cutting through bolts, screws, and nails
- Made from heat-treated steel alloy for more strength and longer life

Tru-Flate® Air Tool Chisel Set, 4 Pack CPM 25-310

- Used for easy changing of all chisels.
- Fits all standard .401" shank air hammers

ProValue Bee Hive Quick Change Retainer EQP 2500PV

AIR SCALER

- The Air Chisel Hammer features a medium barrel design with shock resistant housing bumpers and ergonomic handle.
- At 2600 beats per min., the tool is ideal for automotive applications such as ball joint removal and panel cutting for body work.
- Comes with full set of chisels

Dewalt Tools Chisel Hammer SBD DWMT70785

- Hardened alloy steel barrel.
- Standard .401" shank size.
- Accepts all standard .401" shank toolbits.
- Independent power regulator and teasing trigger for operator control.
- Ideal for muffler and pipe removal, body shop work, shock work, scraping rust and light front-end work.

ProValue Heavy-Duty Air Hammer EQP 2375PV

- Can be used for easy changing of all chisels.
- Fits all standard .401" shank air hammers

ProValue Bee Hive Quick Change Retainer EQP 2500PV

AIR SCALER

- Max Comfort: Anti-vibration feature reduces tool vibration by over 30% when compared to standard air hammers
- Max Power: 15% increase in impact force over standard air hammer product offering
- Max Productivity: Quick-change retainer allows for faster chisel changeovers, so you can get the job done
- Kit includes: 122MAX Air Hammer, Quick change retainer, 5-piece chisel set & case

Ingersoll Rand Short Barrel Air Hammer Kit IR 122MAX

- 4600 blows per minute
- Each needle 3.2 mm
- 19 needles included

Ingersoll Rand Standard Duty Needle Scaler IR 125

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

AIR SANDERS

• Sander has 2” and 3” Hook and Loop pads
• Rubber molded pistol grip
• Adjustable power regulator
• Progressive throttle
• Muffled handle exhaust

Chicago Pneumatic Mini Random Orbital Sander Kit CTO CPF200-S

• This is a general duty sander with rotary or random orbital options
• Uses a PSA sanding pad
• Has an insulated grip
• The lock off throttle can prevent accidental start-ups
• 10,000 rpm free speed

Chicago Pneumatic Dual Action Sander CTO CP780

• Low vibration
• Balanced ball bearing construction
• Adjustable built-in regulator for positive speed control

Ingersoll Rand Dual-Action Quiet Air Sander 6” Pad IR 311A

• Orbital motion.
• All new cross bolt-style hub mounting.
• All steel balance minimizes vibration while blending and smoothing filler, feather edging and pre-paint preparation.
• 6” sander.
• Includes sanding pad.

ProValue Dual Action Quiet Air Sander EQP 2310PV

• One-piece vinyl bonded (no rivets) pad.
• Used for all dual-action sanders.
• The 6”, “flex” pad is ideal for sanding and feathering painted surfaces.

ProValue Dual Action Sanding Pad EQP 2527PV

• Contains three (3) 40-grit and three (3) 60-grit sanding disks, one (1) fine finish and one (1) medium finish prep pad, one (1) back-up pad and one (1) 1/4” mandrel

Tru-Flat® Air Tool Sanding Prep Kit, 10 Pack CPM 25-319

• Palm Sander has a 3/16” orbit
• Powerful 0.3 HP (210 W) motor
• Soft grip, tear drop design for perfect control
• Low noise level
• Shut-off speed control switch

Chicago Pneumatic 6” Orbital Sander CTO CP7255

• Composite Body Design provides durability and lightweight design
• 12000 RPM (Free Speed @ 90 PSI) for professional quality sanding
• Stick-On Pad for quick and easy changeover
• Touch Control Trigger allows user to apply needed amount of power

Dewalt Tools Palm Sander SBD DWMT70781L

• This dual piston in-line sander features a four (4) cylinder driving system of opposed, double-acting pistons.
• It is also capable of more than 3,300 one-inch strokes per minute.
• Because the dual pistons are constantly working in alternate opposition to one another, there is no dead center.
• This gives it unparalleled power on the job and fatigue proof smoothness.

CARQUEST Dual Piston In-Line Sander EQP 7474

• Powerful, heavy-duty dual piston design
• Compact and lightweight at 6 pounds
• Easy comfort trigger and handle

Chicago Pneumatic In-line Sander CTO CP7268

AIR PAINT GUNS

• Gravity High Volume Low Pressure Design

Dewalt Tools Gravity Feed Spray Gun HVLP SBD DWMT70777

• The material savings with this HVLP is upwards of 30% due to high transfer efficiency and low over spray.
• Easy handling and easy maintenance, fluid nozzle is stainless steel, air cap and gun head are chrome plated brass.
• The gun outlet pressure is less than 10 psi with a high transfer efficiency of over 65%.
• Specially designed air passage provides a very fine and even particle distribution.

ProValue Professional HVLP Gravity Feed Spray Gun EQP 2304-PV

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
ProValue Gravity Feed Spray Gun EQP 2305PV

- Die Cast aluminum alloy gun with a 2-step trigger control, self-centering chrome-molybdenum steel nozzle, spray gun adjustment, viscosity adjustable, non-bleeder type, gravity feed and external mix makes this gun the choice of the professionals.

ProValue Spray Gun & Cup EQP 2307PV

- Designed for light and medium material delivery to handle a full range of viscosity from fine surface finishes to heavy body coatings.
- Stainless steel fluid nozzle.
- Chrome plated brass end cap.
- Brass gun head. Brass adjustment tube.

ProValue Paint Gun Filters EQP 2620PV

- Self centering stainless steel nozzle, chrome plate end cap, brass gun head and adjustment tube makes this high pressure spray gun ideal for painting results required in fine automotive or industrial type finishing.
- The die-cast aluminum gun body with a 2-step trigger, 1 quart spun aluminum canister with a quick release clamp lid helps make the most difficult job easier.

ProValue Spray Gun Cleaning Kit EQP 2621PV

- A 20 oz. gravity feed spray gun cup replacement.
- Durable, lightweight nylon construction.
- Fits most gravity feed spray guns.

ProValue Gravity Feed Spray Gun Filters EQP 2620PV

- Highly effective in removing contaminants from paint.
- Fits most gravity feed spray guns.
- Use once and throw away.

ProValue High Pressure Professional Spray Gun EQP 2308PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” f.p.t and the outlet is 1/4” f.p.t (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2642-PV

- High volume air adjusting valve designed especially for HVLP spray guns.
- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2643-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2643-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2642-PV

- High volume air adjusting valve designed especially for HVLP spray guns.
- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2642-PV

- High volume air adjusting valve designed especially for HVLP spray guns.
- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2642-PV

- High volume air adjusting valve designed especially for HVLP spray guns.
- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2642-PV

- High volume air adjusting valve designed especially for HVLP spray guns.
- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV

- Has 1 precisioned tapered valve that will open and close in approximately 4 turns.
- The easy to handle knob makes the valve infinitely adjustable.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve with Gauge EQP 2642-PV

- High volume air adjusting valve designed especially for HVLP spray guns.
- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valve With Diaphragm EQP 2644-PV

- Includes a pressure gauge that reads up to 160 psi and has a full diaphragm regulation for constant, exact pressure.
- The air inlet is 1/4” NPTM and the outlet is 1/4” NPTF (swivel nut).
- Fits all leading spray guns.

ProValue Air Adjusting Valves EQP 2641-PV
• Lubricate, increase efficiency, reduce wear, prevent carbon build up
Ingersoll Rand 1 Quart Bottle of All Season Select Lubricant Oil IR 38436739

• Working temperature of 5°F to 350°F
• International Standards organization velocity grade of 32
• 32 oz. flip top bottle
• Protects tools in storage
• Absorbs moisture
Milton Industries Air Tool Oil, 32 oz. MIL 1001-32

---

**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**Cordless Impact Wrenches**

- Dewalt Tools 20V MAX 3/8" Impact Wrench Kit SBD DCF883M2
  - Compact (5.70” front to back), lightweight (3.4 lbs.) design fits into tight areas
  - Li-Ion batteries with fuel gauge provide 33% more capacity over standard packs
  - Three (3) LED lights with 20 second delay after trigger release provides visibility without shadows
  - Hog ring anvil to easily change sockets
  - Textured anti-slip comfort grip provides maximum comfort and control

- Dewalt Tools 20V MAX 1/2" Impact Wrench Kit SBD DCF880HM2
  - The DCF889HM2 20V MAX* Lithium Ion 1/2" High Torque Impact Wrench Kit features a hog ring anvil for quick and easy change sockets
  - Hog ring anvil for quick & easily change sockets

- Dewalt Tools 20V MAX 1/2" High Torque Impact Wrench Kit SBD DCF889HM2
  - Up to 700 ft-lbs. of max torque and 1200 ft-lbs of max breakaway torque
  - Compact design of 8-13/16” in length and weighs only 7.2 lbs.
  - Multi-speed control for a variety of applications (0-400/ 1,200/ 1,900 RPM)
  - 1/2” Anvil with hog ring (also available with detent pin)
  - Bright LED light for visibility

- Dewalt Tools 20V MAX XR High Torque 1/2" Impact Wrench w/Hog Ring Anvil Kit (5.0Ah) SBD DCF899HP2
  - Compact, lightweight design fits into tight areas
  - 3/8” Hog ring anvil for fast socket changing
  - 3 LEDs with 20-second delay after trigger release, provide visibility without shadows
  - 1150 in-lbs. of torque power for tightening and loosening

- Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* 3/8" Impact Wrench Kit SBD DCF813S2
  - High torque motor delivers 1450 in-lbs. of torque
  - High performance motor (0-2,800 RPM, 0-3,100 BPM) for quick fastening applications
  - Compact (6.9” long) and lightweight (3.3 lbs.) allows tool to work in tight areas and minimizes user fatigue
  - Quick release 1/4” hex head chuck for easy one-handed bit changes
  - Includes (3) Impact Ready Socket Adapters (3/8”; 1/4”; 1/2”)

- Porter Cable Power Tools 20-Volt 1/4" Cordless Variable Speed Impact Driver with Socket Adapters SBD PCC641LAS
  - 330 ft-lbs. of torque for heavy applications
  - 1,700 RPM for speed of application
  - 1/2” Hog Ring for ease of socket change
  - LED light for visibility in dark areas
  - Lightweight and balanced at 6.0 lbs. with battery

- Porter Cable Power Tools 20V 1/2" Cordless Impact Wrench SBD PCC740LA
  - 2.1 lbs. – 1.0 Kg
  - 460 ft-lbs. - 625 Nm of maximum torque in reverse
  - 4 1/4 in – 108 mm length
  - Jumbo hammer mechanism
  - Steel motor

- Chicago Pneumatic 1/2" Stubby Impact Wrench CTO CP7732C
  - 2.1 lbs. – 1.0 Kg
  - 346 ft-lbs. - 470 Nm of maximum torque in reverse
  - 4 1/4" - 107 mm length
  - Jumbo hammer mechanism
  - Steel motor

- Chicago Pneumatic 3/8" Stubby Impact Wrench CTO CP7731C
  - 2.1 lbs. – 1.0 Kg
  - 346 ft-lbs. - 470 Nm of maximum torque in reverse
  - 4 1/4" - 107 mm length
  - Jumbo hammer mechanism
  - Steel motor

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.

**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**CORDLESS DRILL**

**Porter Cable Power Tools 20V Drill Driver Kit** SBD PCC601LAP

- Compact, lightweight design fits into tight areas
- High speed transmission delivers two speeds (0-450 & 1,500 rpm) for a range of fastening and drilling applications
- Ergonomic handle delivers comfort and control
- High performance motor delivers 300 unit watts out (UWO) of power ability completing a wide range of applications
- 1/2” single sleeve ratcheting chuck provides tight bit gripping strength

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver Kit** SBD DCD771C2

- Compact, lightweight design fits into tight areas
- Ergonomic handle delivers comfort and control
- High-speed transmission delivers 2 speeds (0-600 & 0-2,000 rpm) for a range of fastening and drilling applications
- 1/2” ratcheting chuck provides superior bit gripping strength

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver Kit (1.5 Ah)** SBD DCD780C2

**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**CORDLESS RACHETS**

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver Combo Kit** SBD DCK280C2

- DCD710 12V MAX* 3/8” drill/driver features a two-speed transmission (0-400 / 0-1,500)
- DCF815 12V MAX* 1/4” impact driver features 3 LED lights to provide visibility without shadows

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* Cordless Li-Ion Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit** SBD DCK211S2

- DCD780 20V MAX 1/2” drill/driver features two-speed transmission (0-600 / 0-2,000)
- DCF885 20V MAX 1/4” impact driver features 3 LED lights with 20-second delay to provide visibility without shadows

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit (1.5 Ah)** SBD DCK280C2

**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**CORDLESS COMBOS**

**Milwaukee Tool M12 FUEL 3/8” Stubby Impact Wrench** MLW 2554-22

- Includes: (1) M12 FUEL 3/8” Stubby Impact Wrench (2554-20), (1) M12 REDLITHIUM™ CP2.0 Battery (48-11-2440), (1) M12 REDLITHIUM™ XC 4.0 Extended Capacity Battery Pack (48-11-2440), (1) M12 Lithium-ion Battery Charger (48-59-2401), (1) Belt Clip, (1) Carrying Case
- Our M12 FUEL™ 3/8” Stubby Impact Wrench is the industry's most compact cordless impact wrench.
- At only 4.8” in length, it allows you to work in tighter spaces delivering the power to complete many of the most demanding tasks and increasing your productivity.
- The compact impact delivers high torque with our POWERSTATE™ brushless motor.
- The impact wrench delivers an industry leading 250 ft-lbs. of breakaway torque.

**Milwaukee Tool M12 FUEL 3/8” Ratchet Kit** MLW 2557-21

- Includes: (1) M12 FUEL 3/8” Ratchet
- (1) M12 2.0 REDLITHIUM Battery
- (1) M12 Charger
- (1) Protective Boot
- (1) 3/8” to 1/4” Adapter
- (1) Carrying Case

The Milwaukee M12 FUEL 3/8” Ratchet is the first cordless tool that provides both the torque and compact size to replace pneumatic Ratchets in the industry. With up to 55 ft-lbs of max torque and 200rpm’s, this tool is the ideal fastening solution for automotive mechanics and maintenance and repair professionals who demand maximum performance and convenient portability. A low profile head and cordless design allows for our users to have more access in tight spaces than competitive units. With the industry leading FUEL technology, a reinforced mechanism and investment cast steel yoke housing, this ratchet can withstand daily jobsite wear and tear for years of reliable use. Eliminate the constant maintenance of pneumatic ratchets and the nuisance of the air hose in the shop with the M12 FUEL Ratchet, which delivers the maximum portability and productivity for the professional user.

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* Cordless Li-Ion Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit** SBD DCK211S2

- The DCK280C2 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit (1.5 Ah) features a two-speed transmission and LED lights for working in dark spaces
- DCD780 20V MAX 1/2” drill/driver features two-speed transmission (0-600 / 0-2,000)
- DCF885 20V MAX 1/4” impact driver features 3 LED lights with 20-second delay to provide visibility without shadows

**Milwaukee Tool M12 3/8” Stubby Impact Wrench Kit** MLW 2554-22

**Milwaukee Tool M12 3/8” Ratchet Kit** MLW 2557-21

**Milwaukee Tool M12 1/4” Ratchet Kit** MLW 2556-21

- Most Powerful: Delivers Industry Leading Torque Output of Up To 40 Ft-Lbs
- Most Compact: Up To 20% Smaller Head Size
- Most Durable: World’s 1St Brushless Ratchet Provides 2X Longer Motor Life
- “1” in Class Torque To Head Size Ratio
- Premium Metal Components For Longer Durability

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit (1.5 Ah)** SBD DCK280C2

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver Kit** SBD DCD771C2

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Drill/Driver Kit (1.5 Ah)** SBD DCD780C2

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* Cordless Li-Ion Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit** SBD DCK211S2

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* 3/8” drill/driver features a two-speed transmission (0-400 / 0-1,500)**

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* 1/4” impact driver features 3 LED lights to provide visibility without shadows**

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* Cordless Li-Ion Drill/Driver / Impact Driver Combo Kit** SBD DCK211S2

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* 3/8” drill/driver features a two-speed transmission (0-400 / 0-1,500)**

**Dewalt Tools 12V MAX* 1/4” impact driver features 3 LED lights with 20-second delay to provide visibility without shadows**
• Drill/driver features high performance motor and delivers 0-350/0-1,500 RPMs. 1/2” keyless chuck, LED work light. Compact and lightweight.

• Reciprocating saw features high performance motor delivering 1" stroke length and 0-3,000 SPMs. Tool free blade release. Variable speed trigger and pivoting shoe. Compact and lightweight.

Porter Cable Power Tools 20V Max Drill & Reciprocating Saw Combo Kit SBD PCC600L2

Kit includes:
(1) 2852-20 3/8”; Mid-Torque Impact Wrench
(1) 2767-20 1/2”; High-Torque Impact Wrench
(2) M18 5.0 XC Batteries
(1) Tool Bag

• Most Powerful 1/2" Impact Wrench - 1,000 ft.-lbs Fastening & 1,400 ft.-lbs Nut Busting Torque
• Most Powerful 3/8" Impact Wrench - 600 ft.-lbs Nut-Busting Torque
• Most Compact High Torque In the Industry - Up To 0.7" Shorter Length Than the Competition
• Over 60% Longer 3/8” Avail Life Than Cordless Competitor
• Redlink Plus Intelligence Prevents Damage To the Tool and Battery Due To Overloading Or Overheating

Milwaukee Tool M18 FUEL 2 Piece Auto Kit - 1/2" HTIW & 3/8” M12IW MLW 2993-22

Kit includes: 3/8" Stubby impact, 1/4" Hex impact, CP2.0 Battery, XC 4.0 Extended capacity battery and battery charger

• Greatest access in tight spaces at 4.9" in length
• 250 ft.-lbs. breakaway torque
• 4-Mode Drive control
• Auto-Shut Off mode reduces over speeding and increases productivity
• One of 90+ Tools on the M12 System


Air/Power Tools & Accessories

Cordless Grinders

• 8,000 rpm motor provides high-power for cutting and grinding applications
• Tool-free guard allows for quick and easy guard adjustments/positioning
• 2-position side handle offers greater control, comfort and versatility
• Power to Grind
• Quick-Change® Wheel Release allows for tool-free wheel changes without the need for a wrench

Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Grinder Tool Kit SBD DCG412P2

• 13 Amp Equivalent Motor as Compared to a D28144 Corded Unit
• Kickback Brake engages when a pinch, stall, or bind-up event is sensed and the electronic brake engages with maximum force to quickly stop the wheel, reduce the movement of the grinder, and shut the grinder off.
• 9,000 RPM Speed allows the use of up to 6” wheels
• Brake engages when trigger is released, stopping speeds of 1.5 seconds with standard grinding wheel (4-1/2" x 1/4" Bonded abrasive wheel, non-hubbed)
• E-Clutch activates in less than a tenth of a second when a pinch/stall is detected, shutting down the motor.

Dewalt Tools FLEXVOLT® 60V MAX* Grinder 1 Battery Kit SBD DCG414T1

AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

Cordless Lights

• 3 bright LEDs illuminate dark jobsite work areas
• 2 brightness settings with 500 and 250 Lumens provides flexibility for maximum light output or extended run-time
• 140-degree pivoting head provides versatility for lighting work surfaces
• Built-in telescoping and 360-degree rotating hook allows unit to hang from 2” materials and multiple locations
• Over-molded lens cover provides increased durability and a non-marring surface for the jobsite

Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* LED Hand Held Area Light SBD DCL050

• 3 bright LEDs illuminate dark jobsite work areas
• 1 bright Red LED to preserve night vision
• 2 brightness settings provide flexibility for maximum light output or extended run-time
• 90-degree pivoting head provides versatility for lighting work surfaces
• Distance - Can be seen up to 508 yards or 1,525 feet

Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Jobsite LED Spotlight SBD DCL043

• 4 LED Bulbs delivers 120 Lumens for working in dark conditions
• Pivoting head easily adjusts beam towards working area
• Contoured Overmolded Handle optimized for increased comfort
• 20V Max System - High performance cordless platform

Porter Cable Power Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Bare LED Flash Light SBD PCC700B

• Includes: (1) M12 Underhood Light (2125-20), (1) M12 REDLITHIUM™ XC 4.0 Extended Capacity Battery Pack (48-11-2440), (1) M12™ Lithium-ion Battery Charger (48-59-2401)
• Shines Brighter. Grips Stronger. Protects Longer. The M12™ Underhood Light delivers 1350 lumens of TRUEVU™ High Definition Output for full engine coverage and clarity.
• Milwaukee’s FinishGuard™ hooks resist wear providing lasting protection against scratches to a vehicle’s finish.
• With 2X more gripping surface, get more contact for better positioning when mounting underhood, undercarriage or elsewhere.
• Rotate, slide, remove and hang the light bar for added flexibility and versatility.

Milwaukee Tool M12™ Underhood Light MLW 2125-21XC

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

REPLACEMENT BATTERIES & CHARGERS

- Lightweight design and quick 30-minute charge time
- No memory and virtually no self-discharge for maximum productivity and less downtime

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Battery Pack (1.5 Ah) SBD DCB201**

- Compact XR Lithium Ion pack provides up to 33% more capacity than standard 20V MAX* battery packs
- 3-LED fuel gauge system allows immediate feedback on state of charge
- No memory and virtually no self-discharge for maximum productivity and less downtime
- Lightweight design and quick 35-minute charge time

**Dewalt Tools 20V MAX* Compact XR Lithium Ion Battery Pack SBD DCB203**

- The Power of Corded with the Flexibility of cordless
- 4X The Runtime of DCB201 1.5Ah Battery
- 3X The Power of DC9096 18V Battery
- Tri-Platform compatibility with 20V MAX*, 60V MAX* and 120V MAX*
- Durable construction with single piece cell holder

**Dewalt Tools Flexvolt 20/60V MAX* Battery Pack 6.0 AH Dual Pack SBD DCB606-2**

- The Power of the Corded with the Flexibility of cordless
- 4X The Runtime compared to DCB201 1.5Ah Battery
- 3X The Power compared to DC9096 18V Battery
- Tri-Platform compatibility 20V MAX*, 60V MAX* and 120V MAX*
- LED State of Charge Display

**Dewalt Tools 20V/60V MAX* Flexvolt 6.0 Ah Battery SBD DCB606**

- 1.5 amp/hours for additional runtime on the jobsite
- High energy flow cells improves performance of tools
- No memory and minimal self discharge so battery is ready when you are

**Porter Cable Power Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Compact Battery SBD PCC680L**

- 2 Amp charge rate for fast recharging
- Overload protection protects from damaging cells
- Part of the Porter Cable 20V Max system

**Porter Cable Power Tools 20V MAX* Lithium Ion Charger SBD PCC692L**

AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

CORDED GRINDERS

- 7 Amp AC/DC, 12,000 rpm motor designed for faster material removal and higher overload protection
- One-Touch™ guard eliminates the need for a tool to adjust the guard location
- Hex wrench replaces spanner wrench - hex wrench is found in most tool boxes if lost
- Low profile, jam-pot gear case increases durability and allows tool to fit into tight spaces
- Quick-Change wheel release allows tool-free wheel removal without the need for a wrench

**Dewalt Tools 4-1/2" Small Angle Grinder with One-Touch Guard SBD DWE4011**

- 12,000 RPM for high speed material removal
- Durable 6.0 Amp motor powers through jobsite tasks
- Tool-free guard change provides fast and easy adjustments
- Cast metal gear case for increased durability
- Spindle lock feature allows for single wrench wheel change

**Porter Cable Power Tools 6.0 Amp 4-1/2" Small Angle Grinder SBD PCE810**

AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

CORDED BUFFERS

- Powerful, 12 amp, all ball bearing construction for long life
- Electronic control maintains specified speed under load delivering desired finish results
- Conveniently located variable speed dial lets user set maximum speed from 0-600/3500 rpm for different materials and applications
- Variable speed trigger allows user to control speed from 0 to dialed maximum setting
- Heat-treated, precision-cut steel gears for smooth operation

**Dewalt Tools 7˝/9˝ Variable Speed Polisher SBD DWP849**

- A variable speed polisher that is ideal for slow polishing with the power needed for clear coat finishes.
- A convenient speed dial that allows you to adjust your speed with your thumb while still operating the tool.
- The electronic speed control maintains the consistent speed while under load.
- The 7˝ rubber backing pad allows for the use of a bonnet (included) for polishing or sanding disc for sanding.

**CARQUEST 7˝ Variable Speed Electric Polisher EQP 7452**

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**AIR/POWER TOOLS & ACCESSORIES**

**CORDED IMPACT WRENCH**

- 7.5 Amp motor for heavy duty applications
- 450 ft-lbs of torque for installing & removing heavy fasteners
- 2,200 RPM & 2,700 BPM provide fast application speeds
- 1/2" Hog ring anvil for easy socket changes

*Porter Cable Power Tools 7.5 Amp 1/2" Impact Wrench*  
SBD PCE211

**CORDED SANDERS**

- 3.0 Amp motor that spins the pad at 12,000 OPM
- Shorter height allows the user to get closer to work piece
- Separate counterweight design reduces vibration for improved comfort
- Rubber over-mold in all of the critical areas of the sander
- Improved dust-sealed switch to protect against dust ingestion for longer switch life

*Dewalt Tools 5" Single Speed Random Orbit Sander w/Hook & Loop Pad*  
SBD DWE6421

**CORDED HEAT GUNS**

- LCD display allows user to adjust temperature within 50-degree increments
- Built-in overload protection shuts the heating element down and prevents burn up
- Built-in hang ring adds a convenient storage feature
- Cord protector keeps the cord from tearing away from the housing
- Built-in innovative kickstand support provides greater stability and prevents tip over

*DeWalt Tools Heat Gun Kit with LCD Display*  
SBD D26960K

- 1500 watts deliver high heat and multiple fan settings
- 2 speed selector delivers high and low fan speed settings
- Variable temperature dial allows for easy adjustment of temperatures
- Integrated support stand allows the gun to sit upright for hands free use
- Integrated hanging hook is ideal for storage

*Porter Cable Power Tools 1500 Watt Heat Gun*  
SBD PC1500HG

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*